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Handouts for Lecture I















Handouts and overheads for Lecture II

Overheads V1 – V6 are identical to H1 – H6

















Handouts and overheads for Lecture III

















Handouts and overheads for Lecture IV



Collision Number and Partition Functions

1.  To show that CT and TST give the same results for hard spheres

Degrees of freedom

translation (t) 3 3 3
rotation (r) 0 0 2
vibration (v) 0 0 (1 ! 1…) = 0

Partition functions

(qtN)3

(qr)2

N.B. 

qv (1 ! exp (!h<…/kT)!1

• kT/h<… for <… 6 0

Thus  (1)

Substituting the partition functions yields

(2)

, as collision theory.

Note also that

(3)



2.  Estimation of P-factors in CT

In what follows, an assumption is made that for order of magnitude purposes, qt are the same
for each of the reactants and for the transition state; that qr are all the same as each other; and
that qv are all the same.

Equation (1) for the hard-sphere case thus be written out 

(4)

Now we repeat the same type of analysis for a system that is more complex than the hard-
sphere case.  Let us consider a reaction between an atom and a diatomic molecule proceeding
via a linear transition state.

Degrees of freedom

translation (t) 3 3 3
rotation (r) 0 2 2
vibration (v) 0 1 (4 ! 1…) = 3

(5)

Thus, dividing equation (5) for kA + BC by equation (4) for kA + B, we obtain

, by definition.

Since qv are typically of the order of 1–10, and qr are typically 100–1000, this equation
suggests that the P-factor for the linear A + BC reaction will be, say, 10!3 or 10!4.

Similar exercises can be carried out for a non-linear transitions state and, of course, for yet
more complex reactions involving polyatomic transition states.  In general, the predicted P-
factor is the ratio of vibrational partition functions for the transition state divides by
rotational partition functions for the reactants, all raised to some power that depends on the
complexity of the reaction.  Because the ‘new’ internal modes in the transition state are low
frequency motions (internal rotations and unusually free bending motions), qv for the
transition state is usually larger (order of 10–100) than for ‘ordinary’ molecules. 























             (9)

–  ER VI 1 –

Elementary Reactions VI

Energy-dependent Reaction Rates

This lecture provides an outline of the major
conclusions from free-flow theories, rather than going
through detailed derivations.

Position at the end of lecture V:  write L–H scheme on
board, but leave space for A∗ →A‡.

Equation (5) from LV

Additional conclusions
Internal energy counts
It flows more or less freely
Thus k3 may be a function of ε
(i.e. k3(ε))

Recognition that k3 may be a function of energy means
that we must also consider the rate of activation of
specific energy levels: that is, we must allow for k1

being a function of energy as well as k3. We return
shortly to the question of how k2 is treated.

Divide equation (5) by k2[A] to rewrite in the form 
P is the fraction, or probability, of A that are excited
to A* in the absence of decomposition.
Thus if k1 is a function of energy, P is also:  it is the
probability  distribution  function  P(ε)dε  of finding a
molecule at  energy ε  so  long  as  there is thermal 
equilibrium.



–  ER VI 2 –

Equation (9) now has to be rewritten for a specific energy, ε. 
That is, k3(ε) and P(ε)dε replace k3 and P, and the result must
be integrated from the threshold energy to infinity to yield
kuni.

We shall consider purely statistical theories.  Thus

P(ε)dε is given by the Boltzmann distribution (this is
coming later – see equation (13) of the handout).
We now turn to simple probability arguments about the
numbers of ways of arranging a certain number of quanta,
equivalent to ε, amongst a differnt number of
oscillators, s, so that a number of quanta equivalent to
εc is in one particular oscillator.

First approximation:  Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel (RRK) theory

Assumes all oscillators of same frequency, ν

Assumes strictly harmonic ocillators, so that
εi = ihν  (despite ‘free flow’!!!!)

It can be shown, from simple statistical arguments about
the numbers of ways of selecting numbers of quanta that



–  ER VI 3 !

Note: this expression implies that k3 increases the more
that ε exceeds the threshold, εc, and that it also
increases with the number of oscillators, s.

[Add to Lindemann–Hinshelwood scheme on board. replacing A* →
products by A* → A‡ and adding A‡ → products].

Point about counting can be made by reference to the
P(ε)dε term needed:  densities of states directly assessed
from vibrational frequencies.  Explain how P(ε)dε is

related to Pj, and explain about G(ε)dε.

Now discuss k3(ε).  From reaction scheme:















Handouts for Lectures V and VI

(Unimolecular Reactions)











Termolecular recombination reactions

Recombination places energy (i.e. the bond energy) into the newly-formed bond.   If a
diatomic molecule is the product (from two atoms), it has enough energy to fall apart again
on the first vibration unless it is stabilized — some energy removed — within the vibrational
period.   If polyatomic molecules are produced from the recombination of atom + radical or
radical + radical, then the energy of the newly-formed bond can flow into the other bonds,
and it may no longer be necessary to stabilize the molecule within the first vibrational period.
However, the ideas of unimolecular reaction theory suggest that the energy will be able
eventually to flow back to the critical bond, so that decomposition must ultimately occur
unless the newly-formed molecule is collisionally stabilized. Obviously, the more complex
the species involved, the longer the lifetime of the activated molecules. The newly-formed
molecules are ‘chemically activated’, and their decomposition and stabilization may be
treated in the same way as collisionally-activated molecules are in ordinary unimolecular
reaction theory.

The overall recombination reaction is, in fact, the reverse of a unimolecular decomposition.
With a molecule BC as the reactant, the first, activating step in a thermal unimolecular
reaction is

k1

BC + M → BC* + M

Recombination of B and C can also yield BC* in the reaction

k4

B + C → BC*

The subsequent fates of BC* are stabilization or decomposition

k2

BC* + M → BC + M
k3

BC* → B + C

Solution  of  the  steady-state equations for [BC*] leads to the result

The scheme thus predicts that reaction is third order at low pressure, but might become
second order at high enough pressures where stabilization is not rate determining. The
turnover pressure will depend on relative magnitudes of k3 and k2.  The stabilization rate
(k2[M]) cannot exceed the gas-kinetic collision frequency, while k3 will depend on the
complexity of the molecule (flow of energy into bonds other than the newly formed one).
For atom + atom reactions, k3 =1013 s!1. and the "half pressure" would be 2 × 104 atm.
For CH3 + CH3, the ‘half pressure is around 5 Torr, so that k3 must be about 2.5 × 107 s!1.
That is, 105 to 106 vibrations occur before redissociation of the newly formed (and activated)
molecule.













Handouts and overheads for Lecture VII















ˆ 

Thus Rate = k2[AB];  or k2 = Rate/([A][B])

(Note that concentrations, not activities are used
here because the process depends on the numbers of
{AB} encounter pairs}.

KIE is a tool
for determining
mechanism: gain
knowledge of
ions involved in
rate-determining
step.









Classical Obseved

kH/kD
AH/AD
ED ! EH
EH
Arrhenius plot

≤ 7.4
≥ 0.5
~ 5 kJ mol!1

20–100 kJ mol!1

straight

5.0
0.1
15.5 kJ mol!1

8.8 kJ mol!1 at low T
curved





Overheads for Lecture VIII








